
MISLEADING INFORMATION AND EDITED EVIDENCES BY TD CANADA TRUST: 

A. Total Account Enquiry. (Pages 51 – 55)  

Bank Produced this document for the first time on 12th of November 2008 motion and argued that the 
document contains all 4 accounts managed in Gana Kiritharan’s name. But the document failed to give 
any details of Value (Checking) Account as mentioned by the bank. When Gana Kiritharan searched the 
document for the reasons Gana Kiritharan discovered that the document may contained another page 
and the bank with fraudulent intention concealed that page. Though Gana Kiritharan brought this issue 
to the attention of the Civil Court during the motion, court failed to mention any thing about this issue and 
ordered “I am satisfied that the bank has produced all the relevant documents it has.” 

Again during Motion on 14th of July 2009, Gana Kiritharan brought the issue of 2nd Page of "Total 
Account Enquiry" to the attention of Honorable Justice Moore. Hon Justice Moore requested bank 
lawyer to produce the 2nd page. At this point Gana Kiritharan mentioned that he like to see the second 
page of print out taken by person with ID of "RALPHD2" on 10/19/07 around 15:01:00. As this print out 
was taken as a part of enquiry into his Civil Claim bank has obligation to produce the second page. Also 
Gana Kiritharan requested for a Total Account Enquiry in his former name that is "Kiritharan 
Kanagalingam". After few minutes interval bank produced this new print out of "Total Account Enquiry" 
and informed the court they are unable to produce the second page of previous print out and no account 
details existed in the name of "Kiritharan Kanagalingam".  Also the bank lawyer informed the Court the 
reason the second page was (? knowingly) omitted by the bank because it did not contain any significant 
information.

Hon Justice Moore asked Gana Kiritharan whether he agree with the new print out. When Gana 
Kiritharan told he do not agree with the new print out, Hon Justice Moore did not expect Gana Kiritharan 
to explain why he do not agree with the new print out, but Hon Justice Moore tear the copy of new print 
out in his hand to two pieces, retuned the tore pieces to Litigant section of the court room continued the 
proceeding with other documents filed for the day and delivered his decision. 

The reasons Gana Kiritharan disagreed with new print out as follows: 
1. The new print out do not contain details of Gana Kiritharan's Line of Credit. Though bank try to         

explain this is because bank has a policy of removing account details which are 7 years old, this 
explanation  is not acceptable for following reasons.  
A. Gana Kiritharan received account details of 1999 from bank in 2008 and account details of 2001 

in 2009. 
B. Even bank try to argue that they have a different way of counting the years, there won't be a 

reason for removing Gana Kiritharan's line of credit details while his visa card details still in the 
system. According to bank statement both accounts were written-off in October 2005. 

2. If Gana Kiritharan's Line of Credit details can be removed from the system prematurely then any 
other (secret account) details also can be removed from the system. 

3. From the day one to last day bank maintained no account details maintained in Gana Kiritharan's 
old name was available in their system. But during the motion on 14th of July 2009 in order to 
satisfy a previous court order bank lawyer provided some account details managed in the name of 
Kiritharan Kanagalingam (for the year of 2001 - 2002) to Gana Kiritharan. 

B. Explanation for the Word “Collection Item”. (Pages 24 – 26) 

Accounting abbreviation “Collection Item” may be more important word in this issue. Gana Kiritharan’s 
Line of Credit and Checking (Value) Accounts were closed with this accounting abbreviation. TD 
Canada Trust may be given more than 3 explanations for this term. One branch manager told that it 
means bank closed the account with bank money. Second explanation came with pleadings in the civil 
court; indirectly saying it means write-off. Third explanation came with the bank’s affidavit of motion on 
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12th of November 2008. According to it, Collection Item means the accounts were placed for Collection 
after write-off. 

Gana Kiritharan was able to explain the word with some formal financial documents. As he 
understands it is a way of receiving money for default checks and default accounts. Collection Item gets 
credited only when money received. As Gana Kiritharan’s account details say that “Collection Item CR” it 
may confirm money was collected towards Gana Kiritharan’s account from unknown resources. 

C. Gana Kiritharan’s Claim to Inspect Transaction Records. (Pages 27 – 34) 

One of the reason Gana Kiritharan suspected that the bank concealing some information, an attempt by 
bank tellers to print some additional information on the daily transaction records (slips) Gana Kiritharan 
signed for daily counter transaction between November 2004 – March 2005 (Total numbers of records 
during that period 10). Gana Kiritharan claimed to inspect these records through the first letter sent to 
the bank on 12th of March 2007. Bank failed to produce any document related to this issue until 20th 
February 2008. During the case conference on that day bank asked more time to search these 
documents. Court granted one month and ten days to trace these records but the details provided 
subsequently were not clear. When Gana Kiritharan claimed to inspect the original, based on 
explanation given by the lawyer, bank ordered “Ms. Rai will inquire whether any original documents exist 
since the documents produced were from microfiche. If no original exist, the process of scanning for the 
microfiche documents will be explained.” Bank failed to produce two of the originals and failed to explain 
the process of scanning for the microfiche. The documents produced by the bank on 12th of November 
2008 motion informed an enquiry on Gana Kiritharan’s 12th of February 2007 dated first letter was 
conducted immediately and copies of the documents are available in Ottawa branch as early as 22nd of 
March 2007 and the copies may have been made from originals (not from microfiche) and the two 
originals not produced by the bank may disappeared only after 22nd of March 2007. 

D. Date of Closure of Gana Kiritharan’s TD Visa Emerald Card. (Pages 35 – 43) 

One of the evidence for money belong to Gana Kiritharan was existed under TD Canada Trust custody 
was date of closure Gana Kiritharan’s TD Visa Emerald Card when it become default. According to C - 1 
Guide Line of Banking Superintendent bank supposed to Write-Off the account in 180 Days (6 Months). 
In Court Documents bank say they Written-Off the account in 240 Days (8 Months). But Evidence 
(Account Details Provided by TD Canada Trust and TransUnion Credit Report) indicate account was 
Written-Off only after 540 Days (18 Months). This may be because the concealed account (or Any other 
form of Assert) provided security for my Visa Card loan amount. Bank may be omitted accounting 
statements giving correct write-off date from the evidences. 

E. Bank’s Account Management Policy. (Pages 29, 30 and 130) 

When Gana Kiritharan claimed to inspect Account Management Policy of Personal Accounts and 
Default Accounts of the Bank, bank lawyer informed the court that such documents do not exit. But 
again on 12th of November 2008 motion bank stated that “The Bank’s practice is to write off an account 
that has been in arrears for 180 days or more….” This may confirm that bank has an account 
management policy. 
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*   This Document First Produced by the Bank (TD Canada Trust) for the Motion on 12th of November 2008    *

While Gana Kiritharan was challenging the Bank for an illegally opened and managed account in his name 
(secret account) existed in the bank, bank produced this document and tried to argue that above 4 accounts only 
existed in his name. But this document turned to be supportive for Gana Kiritharan's argument. 

*  Line number 3 gives the details Gana Kiritharan's Line of Credit and Line number 4 gives the details Emerald
    Visa Card. 
*  Details for Gana Kiritharan’s Line of Credit as of this document, Balance 0.00, Credit Limit 0.00, and STAT
    is CLOS.
*  Details for Gana Kiritharan’s Emerald Visa card as of this document, Balance ****, Credit Limit **** and 
    STAT is WR/O.
*  Details Presented in above two paragraphs clearly explains Gana Kiritharan’s Line of Credit was closed in a
    different manner than his Emerald Visa card. 
*  Also this document failed to give any details of Gana Kiritharan’s Value (Checking) account. When examined
    the document for reasons, Gana Kiritharan discovered (Right hand upper corner – Page ? of 2) there may be 
    another page of this document existed and the Bank may have with fraudulent intention concealed that page.
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*  During Motion on 14th of July 2009, Gana Kiritharan brought the issue of 2nd Page of "Total Account
    Enquiry" to the attention of Honorable Justice Moore. When Hon Justice Moore requested bank lawyer to
    produce the 2nd page, bank lawyer initially objected as this issue already discussed during previous Motion
    but later agreed to produced the page.
*  At this point Gana Kiritharan mentioned that he like to see the second page of print out taken by person with
    ID of "RALPHD2" on 10/19/07 around 15:01:00. As this print out was taken as a part of enquiry into his
    Civil Claim bank has obligation to produce the second page. Also Gana Kiritharan requested for a Total
    Account Enquiry in his former name that is "Kiritharan Kanagalingam". 
*  After few minutes interval bank produced this new print out of "Total Account Enquiry" and informed the
    court they are unable to produce the second page of previous print out and no account details existed in the
    name of "Kiritharan Kanagalingam".
*  Also the bank lawyer informed the Court the reason the second page was (? knowingly) omitted by the bank
    because in did not contain any significant information.
*  When the bank lawyer tried to explain the details in the document to Hon Justice Moore, he told the
    explanations bring more confusion and asked Gana Kiritharan whether he agree with the new print out.
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*  When Gana Kiritharan told he do not agree with the new print out, Hon Justice Moore did not expect 
    Gana Kiritharan to explain why he do not agree with the new print out, but Hon Justice Moore tear the copy
    of new print out in his hand to two pieces, retuned the teared pieces to Litigant section of the court room 
    continued the proceeding with other documents filed for the day and delivered his decision.
*  The reasons Gana Kiritharan disagred with new print out as follows:
    1. The new print out do not contain details of Gana Kiritharan's Line of Credit. Though bank try to 
        explain this is because bank has a policy of removing account details which are 7 years old, this expanation 
        is not acceptable for following reasons. 
        A. Gana Kiritharan received account details of 1999 from bank in 2008 and account details of 2001 in 2009.
        B. Even bank try to argue that they have a diffrent way of counting the years, there won't be a reason for 
             removing Gana Kiritharan's line of credit details while his visa card details still in the system.
             According to bank statement both accounts were written-off in October 2005.
     2. If Gana Kiritharan's Line of Credit details can be removed from the system prematuarly then any other 
         (secret account) details also can be removed from the system.
     3. From the day one to last day bank maintained no account details maintained in Gana Kiritharan's old name 
         was available in their system. But during the motion on 14th of July 2009 in order to satisfy a previous 
         court order bank lawyer provided some account details managed in the name of Kiritharan Kanagalingam 
        (for the year of 2001 - 2002) to Gana Kiritharan.



This Account Details were Provided for Gana Kiritharan during early part of 2008. Details in the document 
explains this print out was taken in 14th of January 2008 and details of 22nd February 1999 was kept in TD 
Canada Trust computer system and can be printed out on 14th of January 2008.
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*  This Account Details were provided to Gana Kiritharan on 12th July 2009 in order to satisfy Amended Court 
    Order dated 19th January 2009. 
*  This Document may confirm following facts:
    1. Account Details of Year 2001 was kept in TD Canada Trust Computer system and can be printed out in 
        Year 2009.
    2. Though Defendant continued to argue that no account details were available under the name of 
         Kiritharan Kanagalingam, this arugement may be a misleading one.
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